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Kinesins are molecular motors that carry cellular cargoes. While the mechanics of single kinesins are
well characterized experimentally, the behavior of multiple kinesins varies considerably among experi-
ments. The basis for this variability is unknown. Here, we resolve single-motor force measurements into a
vertical component, which accelerates kinesin detachment, and a horizontal component, which decelerates
the detachment when resisting the motor. This directionality, when the different experimental geometries
are considered, can account for much of the variation in multiple motor dynamics.
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Introduction.—The dimensions of eukaryotic cells,
greater than 10 μm in diameter, are such that diffusion is
an inefficient mechanism for intracellular transport. To
augment diffusion, molecular motors transport cellular
cargoes in a directed manner along intracellular filaments
using adenosine triphosphate (ATP) as the chemical fuel.
An example is kinesin-1, which transports cargo away from
the cell center in neurons and other cells [1]. Single kinesin
molecules are processive, meaning that they are able to
take hundreds of steps along a microtubule (MT) before
detaching [2–4], ensuring that cellular cargoes are trans-
ported reliably over long distances. In vitro assays, in
which the activity of purified proteins are reconstituted in
cell free environments, in combination with optical tweez-
ers and sensitive fluorescence microscopy techniques, have
provided a detailed picture of how the processivity and the
velocity of kinesin depends on external force, as well as the
ATP concentration [5,6]. Thus, kinesin is a very well
characterized molecular motor, at least when it is operating
individually.
Though single kinesin molecules are capable of moving

cargoes in cells [7], there are many cases in which intra-
cellular transport is driven by ensembles of motors. For
example, multiple kinesins are involved in mitotic spindle
assembly during cell division [8], drive transport trains in
cilia [9], and transport oil droplets in developing flies [7]. In
contrast to the single-molecule studies, measurements of
the mechanical properties of ensembles of kinesins have
yielded highly variable results (Table I). For example,
gliding assays in which motors attached to a planar surface
slide microtubules across the surface, clearly show that
multiple kinesins can generate as much as 10 times the
single-molecule force [10] (and see also Refs. [11–13]). By
contrast, bead assays in which motors attached to a glass
bead walk along a fixed microtubule, show that two to four
motors generate no more force than a single molecule

[14,15]. These differences presumably arise from
differences in the experimental conditions, but it is not
known which variations are critical.
Earlier theoretical studies have modeled cargo transport

by multiple motors [21–25] but have not been able to predict
the experimentally observed velocities and run times (aver-
age time to detachment) at high forces [17]. These models all
assumed a symmetric force-detachment rate relation for a
single kinesin; i.e., the detachment rate under assisting
forces (applied in the stepping direction, positive) is equal
to that under resisting or loading forces (applied against the
stepping direction, negative). However, recent force mea-
surements of Block and colleagues [26] have provided clear
evidence that the detachment rate under assisting forces is
greater than that under resisting forces. In this Letter, we
develop a theoretical framework that provides a novel
interpretation for this asymmetry. This interpretation, when
applied to multiple motor assays, predicts that different
experimental geometries give rise to different load-depen-
dent detachment rates. As a consequence, variations in the
vertical direction of the applied forces, due to different
lengths of motor constructs and sizes of beads, together with
the strength of coupling between motors, can account for the
broad range of experimental findings.
Single-kinesin detachment rate.—Block and colleagues

[26] recently discovered that the force-detachment rate for
single kinesin molecules is asymmetric; see Fig. 1(a). We
interpret this asymmetry as follows. The optical forces (F)
acting on the beads and transferred to the motors have both
vertical (Fz) and horizontal (Fx) components, which act
through the center of the bead and have similar magnitudes,
due to the geometry; see Fig. 1(a), inset. We propose that
because both assisting and resisting forces increase the
detachment rate, the vertical force component must be
dominant and accelerates detachment [Fig. 1(b), green
curve]. However, the detachment rate is much steeper
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for small assisting forces; we therefore propose that the
horizontal component accelerates detachment when it is
assisting, but slows detachment when it is resisting
[Fig. 1(b), magenta curve]. Thus, for vertical forces kinesin
exhibits slip-bondbehavior; i.e., thedetachment rate increases
with force [27]. But, for horizontal forces, kinesin exhibits
catch-bond behavior; i.e., the detachment rate decreases with
resisting (load) force, and increases for assisting forces. The
presence of the catch bonding is surprising, because previous
studies assumed that catch bonding is absent in kinesin and
kinesin has slip-bond behavior only [28–30]. Importantly,
catch-bond behavior is expected to dominate when the forces
are parallel to the MT [Fig. 1(b), magenta curve].
To account for the data quantitatively, especially with the

inflection on the right-hand side of the curve [Fig. 1(a),
∼3 pN], we introduce a second idea: the detachment of
kinesin from the MT is a two-step process. Accordingly,
kinesin detachment passes through three states: strongly

bound state →
k1 weakly bound state →

k2 detached state, with
effective off rate,

koff ¼ k1k2=ðk1 þ k2Þ; ð1Þ
Both rates k1 and k2 depend on the horizontal and

vertical force components described in the previous para-
graph, and the inflection corresponds to the changeover
from k1 being rate limiting to k2 being rate limiting. The
force dependence is modeled using transition states that are
displacement vectors with both vertical and horizontal

components, following Refs. [32,33] who modeled mea-
surements of the load-dependence of kinesin velocity
(Refs. [34,35]). Accordingly, kj ¼ k0je

ðF·δjÞ=kBT , where k0j
(for j ¼ 1, 2) are the unloaded rates, F ¼ ðFx; FzÞ and δj ¼
ðδxj ; δzjÞ denote the force and displacement vectors, respec-
tively, and kBT is the thermal energy. This novel inter-
pretation of the force-detachment rate relation allows us to
model the experimental data accurately by the continuous
curve [Fig. 1(a)] with five free parameters: k01 ¼ 0.91�
0.38 s−1, δx1 ¼ 2.90� 1.24 nm, δz1 ¼ 2.25� 0.75 nm,
k02 ¼ 7.62� 0.74 s−1, and δz2 ¼ 0.18� 0.01 nm (mean�
SE). δx2 was set to zero as a nonzero value gave no further
improvement to the fit. Thus, the two-step detachment
model in which the steps depend on vertical and horizontal
components provides a quantitative description of the
detachment-rate data. Note that if the strong-to-weak
transition was rapidly reversible with equilibrium constant
KðFÞ, then analogous equations would be obtained with
k01 ¼ Kk2.
Equation (1) with force-dependent rates allows us to

predict detachment rates and run lengths under different
geometries (Fig. 2), such as beads of different sizes or when
the forces are directly applied along the MT axis in gliding
assays. Note that the run-length calculations require infor-
mation about the force dependence of the single-motor
velocity vsi which, for simplicity, we assume only depends
on the horizontal forces (see Ref. [31] for details, but see
Refs. [32,33]). The model predicts that the run times
(1=koff ) and distances will be maximum when parallel
forces resist the motor (Fig. 2); such long run times and
distances at high forces were observed in gliding assays
where the forces are primarily parallel [13]. Also, it predicts
that if the kinesin tether is shorter or the bead radius is
larger, the larger angle ϕ between kinesin and MTs will
lead to a larger vertical force and the run times and lengths
will decrease (i.e., less processivity), as observed in
Refs. [14,36].
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FIG. 1. Force-detachment rate for single kinesin-1. (a) The
detachment rate vs the horizontal force component applied by
the optical trap [open circles: experimental data (mean� SE) at
2mMATP [26]]. The continuous curve is our two-step detachment
model in Eq. (1); and see Fig. S1, Supplemental Material [31].
Inset: the plastic bead (blue) with kinesin attached by its tail
(magenta) with its heads (black) moving rightwards along the
microtubule (green). The drawing is approximately to scale. For a
440-nm-diameter bead and a 35-nm-long kinesin used in the
experiments [26], the angle between kinesin and MT is ϕ ¼ 60°.
Thevertical force componentFz is the same irrespective of the sign
of the horizontal force component Fx, i.e., assisting (to the right,
positive) or resisting (to the left, negative). (b) Decomposition of
the force-detachment dependence into horizontal and vertical
force dependencies. The black curve is the output of our model
in (a) where the motor is subject to both horizontal and vertical
forces. The green (magenta) curve is the detachment rate in the
presence of only vertical (horizontal) force.
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FIG. 2. Detachment rate and run length of single kinesin vs
vertical and parallel force components. Lines (magenta) corre-
spond to the force direction in experiments [26]. (a) Detachment
rate is calculated using Eq. (1). (b) Mean run length is calculated
as vsi=koff , where vsi is the single-kinesin velocity (see Ref. [31]).
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Two-motor model.—Having modeled the dynamics of a
single kinesin, we asked how the collective mechanics of
multiple kinesins depends on the force direction. We have
restricted our analysis to just two kinesins for simplicity,
and because when more than two motors move a cargo it is
difficult to count the number [15,37], though this problem
has been solved using DNA origami [14]. We propose a
three-state model: cargo detached (state 0), attached by one
motor (state 1), and attached by two motors (state 2); see
Fig. 3(a). We assume that every run of the complex starts in
state 1, and the motors step forward asynchronously.
To model intermolecular forces, we couple kinesins to a

cargo via their tails, which act as linear springs with
stiffness κ, a measure of the strength of coupling between
the motors. Each motor in the complex is subjected to
forces, which can arise externally or internally. External
applied force Fapp is shared equally by the two motors,
whereas internal forces increase with the strain between
the motors. In the equilibrium configuration 20, where the
motors are relaxed, internal forces are zero. When one
motor steps through a distance d, it displaces cargo by d=2
[37] and the internal force of magnitude κd=2 is exerted
onto each motor in the opposite directions [Fig. 3(b)].
Accordingly, discrete stepping of motors partitions state 2
into substate configurations 2j in which intermolecular
forces of magnitude κjd=2 are exerted onto each motor in
the opposite directions, where j ¼ 0; 1; 2;…; N denotes the
absolute value of the strain between the two motors (in
units of d=2). For computational reasons, using the method
proposed in Ref. [38] and used in Refs. [22,39,40], N is
truncated when the occupancy probability of the most
strained state falls below 1%, with a minimal effect on the
calculations; see Fig. 3(b) and Ref. [31] for details. Thus, in
every configuration 2j, the total force applied on the front
motor is Ff ¼ ðFapp − κjdÞ=2 and on the rear motor is
Fr ¼ ðFapp þ κjdÞ=2. We next calculate the rates at which
the complex is stretched and relaxed. Stepping of the front
(rear) motor stretches (relaxes) the complex, causing the
transition from state 2j to state 2jþ1 (from state 2j to state

2j−1). Thus, the stretching and relaxation rates are defined
by the stepping rates of the front and rear motors as ksj ¼
vsiðFfÞ=d and krj ¼ vsiðFrÞ=d, respectively.
The forces applied to the motors also influence the rates

that one of the motors may detach and reattach to the MT.
Transition from a two-motor configuration 2j to the one-
motor state 1 occurs with the detachment of the either of
motors with rates ωj ¼ koffðFfÞ þ koffðFrÞ ¼ ωjf þ ωjr ;
see Fig. 3(c). On the other hand, the transition rate from
state 1 to a two-motor configuration 2j depends inversely
on the strain energy of the complex in that configuration.
We define the attachment rate to a configuration 2j as
konj ¼ kon0e

−Ej=kBT , where kon0 is the transition rate into
the relaxed state 20 and Ej is the strain energy of the
complex in state 2j; see Fig. 3(c). To calculate kon0 , we use
the experimentally estimated ensemble attachment rate
Kon ¼ 5 s−1 [12]. Since Kon ¼

P
N
j¼0 konj , one can calcu-

late kon0 ¼ Kon=
P

N
j¼0 e

−Ej=kBT . The strain energy is
Ej ¼ ð1=2ÞκcomplexðjdÞ2 ¼ ð1=4ÞκðjdÞ2, where κcomplex ¼
ð1=2Þκ is the effective coupling strength.
Having all transition rates in the kinetic scheme in

Fig. 3(c), we calculate the mean run time, run length,
and velocity of the two-motor complex. First, we calculate
the probability of finding the cargo in every state of the
scheme by defining the following set of master equations:

∂tP0ðtÞ¼koffP1ðtÞ;

∂tP1ðtÞ¼−
�XN

j¼0

konj þkoff

�

P1ðtÞþ
XN

j¼0

ωjP2j
ðtÞ;

∂tP20
ðtÞ¼kon0P1ðtÞ−ðω0þks0ÞP20

ðtÞþkr1P21
ðtÞ;

∂tP2j
ðtÞ¼konjP1ðtÞþksj−1P2j−1ðtÞ

−ðωjþksj þkrjÞP2j
ðtÞþkrjþ1

P2jþ1
ðtÞ; 1≤ j<N;

∂tP2N
ðtÞ¼konNP1ðtÞþksN−1P2N−1ðtÞ−ðωNþkrN ÞP2N

ðtÞ;
ð2Þ
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FIG. 3. Model of the two-kinesin complex. (a) States with zero (left), one (middle), and two (right) motors bound to a microtubule.
(b) Representations of state 2 in which the vertical forces have been set to zero for clarity. The force acts at the bead (blue). Top: the strain
in the spring (magenta) connecting the motors (black) is zero. Middle: the strain is d=2 as the front motor takes a step to the right.
Bottom: the strain is d as the front motor takes another step forward. (c) Kinetic scheme for the two-motor complex. The states 0, 1, and
2 correspond to those in (a). The states 2j correspond to those in (b) with j ¼ 0; 1; 2;…; N. ksj (krj ) denotes the stretching (relaxation)
rate of the complex. ωjf (ωjr ) denotes the detachment rates of the front (rear) motor. konj is the attachment rate of a motor to a site with
strain jd=2.
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where P0ðtÞ, P1ðtÞ, and P2ðtÞ ¼
P

N
j¼0 P2j

ðtÞ denote the
probabilities of finding the cargo in states 0, 1, and 2 at time
t (Fig. S3 in the Supplemental Material [31]). We numeri-
cally solve Eq. (2) (see Ref. [31] for details) and define the
complex’s mean run time hti ¼ R

∞
0 t½∂tP0ðtÞ�dt, mean run

length hli ¼ limt→∞
R
t
0 ṽdt, where the ensemble velocity

is ṽ ¼ vsiP1ðtÞ þ
P

N
j¼0ðf½ðvsiðFfÞ þ vsiðFrÞ=2�P2j

ðtÞg þ
ðjd=2Þðωjf − ωjrÞÞ, and velocity v ¼ hli=hti.
Two-motor dynamics.—Our model accounts for much of

the variation of collective properties of kinesins in different
multimotor assays. For bead assays, it predicts that two
weakly coupled kinesins (κ ¼ 0.05 pN=nm) have greater
run times and run lengths than a single kinesin; see
Figs. S4(a)–S4(b) [31]. At low forces, when the coupling
stiffness is expected to be low due to segmental flexibility
[20], the run times and lengths are predicted to be 2 times
larger than those for single motors; this is because the weak
coupling results in small vertical forces and so the detach-
ment rate is low and the probability that transport is
mediated by two MT-bound motors is high (Fig. S3
[31]), leading to higher processivity. This accords with
the high processivity observed at zero force: adding a
second motor approximately doubles the run time [17,18]
and the run length [14,17–19]; see Table I and Figs. 4(a)–4(b).
Thus, our model accounts for the dependence of processivity
on motor number.
Our model further predicts that at zero force the two-

motor velocity is almost independent of the coupling
strength and is close to the single-motor velocity [Fig. 4(c)
and Fig. S4(c) in the Supplemental Material [31]]. This
agrees with experiments that single-, two-, and many-
kinesin velocities are similar at zero forces (Table I). Our
model can also account for a curious observation made in
Refs. [15,17] that the velocity increases with resisting
force (at a high force): in Fig. S4(c) [31] there is a
crossover of the force-velocity curves as the coupling
increases (at ∼ − 7 pN) so an increase in velocity could be
due to a strong force-dependent increase in coupling.

Thus, the model accords with the observed collective
velocities.
Finally, and importantly, our model can account for the

broad range of forces measured in the different assays.
When the vertical forces are small (e.g., gliding assays or
small beads and full-length motors) and the coupling
stiffness is < 1 pN=nm, we find that the two-kinesin stall
force (where velocity falls to 10% of the unloaded velocity)
is almost twice that for a single kinesin [Fig. 4(d)]. This
prediction accords with gilding assays: multiple motors can
slide microtubules for 300 nm against forces as high as
100 pN [10] (and also see Refs. [11,13]), which is much
larger than the single-motor force in gliding assays [11].
This high force further supports the notion that kinesin has

TABLE I. Variation of the properties of kinesin motors found in different assays.

Parameter One motor Two motors Many motors

Maximum
forcem

f ∼f ∼2f ≫ f ∼f ∼2f ≫ f

[14]d[15]e [7]g[16]f � � � [14]d � � � [10]a[11]a[12]b[13]a

Run length
(at zero force)

L ∼L ∼2L ≫ L ∼L ∼2L ≫ L
[7]g [14]d[17]e[18]h[19]e [16]f � � � � � � [2]a[3]c[14]d[16]f[18]h

Velocity
(at zero force)

v ∼v ∼2v ≫ v ∼v ∼2v ≫ v
[7]g[14]d[18]h � � � � � � [2]a[3]c[14]d[18]h � � � � � �

a,bMT gliding assay. Bead assays with different bead diameters: c200 nm and d,e,f450–500 nm. g650-nm diameter oil droplet in vivo.
hAssays with fluorescently labeled motors coupled to DNA scaffolds. Kinesins with different contour lengths: a,c,f,gfull length (∼50 nm),
e,htruncated at ∼aa560 (∼35 nm), b,dtruncated at ∼aa430 (∼17 nm). The angles ϕ between kinesins and MT: d∼68 − 70°, e,g∼60–62°,
f∼55-56°, c∼42°, and a,b,h∼30°. The last angle is assumed for gliding assays. The length is shorter under zero force due to entropic
folding [20]. In Refs. [14,18] and [15,17] the motor number is precisely controlled using DNA and protein scaffolds, respecti-
vely. Except for Ref. [10], all other assays have corresponding single-motor measurements. mMaximum force is the average peak force.
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catch-bond behavior for parallel forces [Fig. 1(b)]. This
prediction also accords with bead experiments where two
motors have stall forces approximately twice the single-
molecule stall force (Refs. [7,16], Table I). However, when
the vertical forces are high, we find that the stall force of
two motors can be similar to that of a single motor
[Fig. 4(d), coupling stiffness is > 5 pN=nm]. The reason
is that the detachment rate is high [Fig. 2(a)]. This accords
with bead force measurements in Ref. [14] with a short
motor construct (ϕ ∼ 70°) in which the maximum force,
defined as the average peak force (when motors detach),
was similar for two (or more) motors as it was for one
motor. Thus, we conclude that variations in the force
direction and in the coupling strength between motors
can account for a broad range of experimental findings.
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